
Proposal for Aichi Gakuin University Online Short-Term Program in Japanese Language and Culture for 2021 
June 21 – June 29 in JST (June 20 – June 28 in PDT/CDT/EDT) *There are no classes on Saturday 26 and Sunday 27 in JST, or on Friday 25 and Saturday 26 in PDT/CDT/EDT. 

 

【Program Fee】15,000 JAPANESE YEN per student. The program fee includes tuition and course materials.  
− We will send you an invoice with our bank account details once your application is confirmed. Please note that when sending fees 

by telegraphic transfer you may incur a bank fee. 
− Free conversation and academic support sessions by AGU volunteer students will be offered at no extra charge. Application for 

only these free sessions is not acceptable. 
【Delivery Method】 
− We will deliver this program through Microsoft Teams. You will be given a Microsoft Teams account by email before the program. 

【Total Program Hours (except for free sessions by AGU volunteer students)】 
− Japanese Language Classes (Synchronous: 440min.+ Presentation)  
− Japanese Culture Class (Synchronous: 80min.), Japanese Culture Class: Zen Mediation (Asynchronous: 80min.) 

【Application Deadline】May 31, 2021 Please submit the completed application form to a staff member in the international 
office of your home university by the deadline. 

 
 
 

Date 
Japanese Language 

Class Level 

Session 1 Session 2 Let’s talk about Japan! 

❑ 9:00-10:20 (JST, AGU) 
◼ 17:00-18:20 (PDT) 
◼ 19:00-20:20 (CDT) 
◼ 20:00-21:20 (EDT) 

❑ 10:40-12:00 (JST, AGU) 
◼ 18:40-20:00 (PDT) 
◼ 20:40-22:00 (CDT) 
◼ 21:40-23:00 (EDT) 

❑ 12:10-12:40 (JST, AGU) 
◼ 20:10-21:40 (PDT) 
◼ 22:10-22:40 (CDT) 
◼ 23:10-23:40 (EDT) 

Mon, 21 June (JST) 
Sun, 20 June (PDT/CDT/EDT) 

① Elementary 

N/A 

10:00-10:20 (JST), 18:00-18:20 (PDT), 20:00-20:20 
(CDT), 21:00-21:20 (EDT) 
Orientation (Participating Students,  
AGU Professors, Staff, Volunteer Students) 

10:40-11:20 (JST)  
Japanese Language Class ①-1 

11:30-12:00 (JST) 
Introduction to AGU, Japanese culture, etc. by 
peer students at AGU English Lounge. 

 

② Intermediate ~  
    Upper-Intermediate 

10:40-11:20 (JST)  
# Conversation practice & Task-based self-
study in Japanese in line with the language 
class contents, supported by helpmate(s) 
individually. 

Tue, 22 June (JST) 
Mon, 21 June (PDT/CDT/EDT) 

① Elementary 
# Conversation practice & Task-based self-study in Japanese in line with the language class 
contents, supported by helpmate(s) individually. 

Japanese Language Class ①-2 
# Free conversation with peer 

students who can speak English. ② Intermediate ~  
    Upper-Intermediate 

Japanese Language Class ②-1 
# Conversation practice & Task-based self-study in Japanese in line with the language class 
contents, supported by helpmate(s) individually. 

Wed, 23 June (JST) 
Tue, 22 June (PDT/CDT/EDT) 

① Elementary Japanese Culture Class Japanese Language Class ①-3 
# Free conversation with peer 

students who can speak English. ② Intermediate ~  
    Upper-Intermediate 

Japanese Language Class ②-2 Japanese Culture Class 

Thu, 24 June (JST) 
Wed, 23 June (PDT/CDT/EDT) 

① Elementary 
# Conversation practice & Task-based self-study in Japanese in line with the language class 
contents, supported by helpmate(s) individually. 

Japanese Language Class ①-4 
# Free conversation with peer 

students who can speak English. ② Intermediate ~  
    Upper-Intermediate 

Japanese Language Class ②-3 
# Conversation practice & Task-based self-study in Japanese in line with the language class 
contents, supported by helpmate(s) individually. 

Fri, 25 June (JST) 
Thu, 24 June (PDT/CDT/EDT) 

① Elementary Japanese Culture Class (Zen Meditation) <Asynchronous> Japanese Language Class ①-5 
# Free conversation with peer 

students who can speak English. ② Intermediate ~  
    Upper-Intermediate 

Japanese Language Class ②-4 Japanese Culture Class (Zen Meditation) <Asynchronous> 

Mon, 28 June (JST) 
Sun, 27 June (PDT/CDT/EDT) 

① Elementary 
# Conversation practice & Task-based self-study in Japanese in line with the language class 
contents, supported by helpmate(s) individually. 

Japanese Language Class ①-6 
# Free conversation with peer 

students who can speak English. ② Intermediate ~  
    Upper-Intermediate 

Japanese Language Class ②-5 
# Conversation practice & Task-based self-study in Japanese in line with the language class 
contents, supported by helpmate(s) individually. 

Tue, 29 June (JST) 
Mon, 28 June (PDT/CDT/EDT) 

① Elementary 
# Conversation practice & Task-based self-study in Japanese in line with the language class 
contents, supported by helpmate(s) individually. 

− Japanese Language Class ①-7, ②-7 

− Presentation & Closing Ceremony 
N/A 

② Intermediate ~  
    Upper-Intermediate 

8:00-8:40 (JST)  
Japanese Language Class ②-6 

8:50-9:20 (JST)  
# Conversation practice & Task-based self-study in 
Japanese in line with the language class contents, 
supported by helpmate(s) individually. 

  

                                                                                             

 

① Elementary classes       ② Intermediate ~ Upper-Intermediate classes Joint classes 

− # Free conversation and academic support sessions offered by AGU volunteer students. Open for all participants at no extra charge. Participation 
is optional, but is highly encouraged.  

− Helpmates will offer you opportunities to practice what you learn in the language classes by supporting conversation practice & Task-based self-
study mainly in Japanese, individually. On the other hand, you can enjoy casual conversation with peer students in English in the “Let’s talk about 
Japan” sessions. You can also enjoy talking with them in Japanese if you wish. 

# Free conversation with peer 

students who can speak English. 

✓ Please note that on the first day, Session 1 (Orientation) starts one hour later, and is shorter than the normal schedule. 
✓ Please convert the date/time designated in JST to those in your time zone. 
✓ Japanese language classes will be offered in Japanese, English or a mix of both languages, according to the students’ 

Japanese language proficiency.  
✓ Japanese culture classes will be offered in English. 

 

 
【Japanese Culture Class (Synchronous): An Introduction to Japanese Visual Culture】 
 Today we can see examples of Japan’s distinctive and vibrant visual culture around the world.  Perhaps it was some aspect of popular culture, 
like manga or anime, that served as your first taste of Japan or Japanese culture.  Drawing from the fields of art history, visual and cultural studies, this 
course will look at the historical antecedents and aesthetic trends that have informed and influenced the construction of Japanese visual culture, be it in 
performance, print or on screen.  Students will be encouraged to actively engage in and analyze aspects of Japanese traditional culture and consider how 
these have been reanimated and expressed in contemporary settings and in settings around the world. 

【Japanese Culture Class (Asynchronous): Let's try Zen Meditation practice】 
AGU is one of the few universities in Japan with an active Zen Meditation Hall. The Institute for Zen Studies at AGU gives you a simulated 

experience of Zen meditation with your "virtual" stay. Whatever your motivation for studying in Japan, AGU would like to welcome you to experience Zen 
meditation during your "real" stay. 


